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   Abstract: Most countries around the world are already making the transition from analog to digital television. Digital 

television allows you to get the picture and sound of a higher quality, and provides a big choice of channels and programs. 

[1] Broadcasters can offer multiple programs simultaneously, using the amount of spectrum which is necessary for one 

analog channel. Furthermore, the transition to digital technology reduces greenhouse gas emissions almost ten times - 

reducing energy consumption by broadcasting transmitters. The number of transmitters may also be reduced, because one 

in one channel will transmitted multiple programs. For decades, at the global level the spectrum in the very high frequency 

(VHF) and ultra-high frequency (UHF) has been allocated for broadcasting analog television. However, because of using 

by digital TV the radio frequency spectrum much more efficiently, for other type of using released a large amount of 

spectrum. It has been called «digital dividend», it will allow governments to give their people the benefits obtained by 

changing the use of the vacated frequencies. Countries and regions have adopted different approaches in order to take 

advantage of this opportunity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The era of digital TV has started in the early 1990s, when almost simultaneously in Europe and the United States 

began work on national standards - ATSC in the U.S. and DVB in Europe. In the second half of the 1990 in Europe 

digital TV surely pressed the analog television, first - in the satellite / cable TV, and then in the urban environment 

- in most of the countries the   «bandwidth "  of TV frequencies is the one of acute problems. For example, in Berlin 

analog broadcasting are fully stoped. In Russia experts debated the problem of the existence of radio frequencies 

for a long time. 

Japanese haves another opinion. They have developed an independent standard for digital TV, which is called 

ISDB. It is very similar to the European family of standards DVB, but it gives priority to the transfer of the data, not 

the television signal; ISDB better behaved under certain conditions. Despite this, it did not receive the distribution 

outside of Japan (only Brazil considering the transfer on ISDB). 

At the heart of all three standards (American ATSC, European DVB, and Japanese ISDB) is the technology of 

video compression MPEG-2. Primarily these standards differ by using the frequencies, modulation techniques, and 

alarm systems. Because Russia has recently adopted the European standard, DVB, we will concentrate the 

attention on it. 

 

II. CONCEPT REVIEW 

DVB - short from Digital Video Broadcasting (digital television) . This is a whole concentration of standards. In 

nowadays hardly works the system DVB-S ( ie, satellite ), DVB-C ( cable ) and DVB-T ( terrestrial ) . On the 

approach the standard DVB-H - for mobile phones. First came the standards of DVB-S (December 1993) and 

DVB-C (1994), because in the cable and satellite networks,   a huge number of channels we have to somehow put 

in the allocated frequency spectrum. Behind them came the standard DVB-T (December 1995 -go). The standards 

differ in the frequencies and modulation techniques [2]. 

In the studio, video program signals are connected (MPEG- 2) together with the multiplexer and converted to flux 

DVB, which is " locked " then  modulated and sent into broadcast. On the side of the viewer signal is received by 

the antenna then demodulated, «revealed» (if it was closed the viewer has the right to view the channel), and 

remains DVB- container   which is contains a MPEG-2 signal and additional information. The viewer decides what 

to do with it. He can select the language of broadcast ,  watch the program guide for the week , read the summary to 

the current program or just listen to digital radio (usually providers of digital TV broadcast along  dozens of radio 

stations in perfect high quality , alas, not all Russian providers are encourages the viewers  by  such  service .) 
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In the DVB system also provided the possibility transferring data (including Internet), not only the client side – 

describes possibilities reverse channel transmission (towards ISP) using systems such as DECT, GSM, normal 

telephone (modem) or ISDN. All DVB standards support and high-definition picture (HDTV), but nobody tries 

broadcasting in HDTV in Europe - no HD- receiver, no HD- programs, and further a vicious circle. At present, only 

one broadcaster - Belgian broadcaster «Euro 1080" - provides high definition imagination. 

An important element of the standards DVB - scrambling (also called encryption and the «closing» of channels). It 

is used only in that case if you need to provide conditional access to the signal - so that it can see only those who pay 

for it. There are provides scrambling methods, and different broadcasters choose different methods. At the studio 

signal scrambles for each of the viewers and broadcasts in an encrypted type. The decoder demodulates the signal, 

then " open" and then shows a picture on the TV or panel. If the TV is digital and interface between the decoder and 

digital TV is the same one (SDI, DVI or imposed by "defenders of intellectual property » HDMI) in such cases the 

signal will remain digital until the formation of a digital TV picture. 

Everyone knows that in the standard 625-line SECAM. Knowing the TV screen aspect ratio (4:3), most people 

multiply 625 by 4 /3 and get 833, and then claim that «the resolution of the analog TV is 833h625." This is 

completely wrong. Really lines in SECAM 625 (although 58 of them is service one), but nothing follows from this. 

All matter in the lines. 

TVL 

TVL or TV lines - that's what determines the resolution of analog TV. One TVL - is a transition from a signal of the 

highest intensity (white color) to the lowest signal intensity (black) or vice versa. These lines - vertical, it is mean 

that the number of TV line is counts by horizontal cadre. Only the number of such transitions determines by the 

quality of the signal or image on the TV. Ideal air signal can have a resolution of 500 TV lines; S-VHS provides 

400 TV lines, and VHS - 240 TV lines [3]. Good CRT TVs can only display 400, a maximum of 450 TV lines. 

Average TV displays only about 350 TV lines. Take to the basis the quality of good TV. 400 TV lines, that is, 400 

hits, or 200 white and 200 black stripes interspersed. But it should remember that we are talking about analog data. 

You can digitize them at any resolution - even 200 samples, although in 1000. You just need to remember that the 

information in the signal - only 400 TVL. 

The points 

The digital signal is simpler - there bill goes to the point. In the DVB system provides follow amount of horizontal 

dots 720, 704, 544, 528, 480 or 352. The number of points is determined by the vertical broadcast standard - 480 

for NTSC, 576 for PAL. In all systems, HDTV is also quite simple. There are possible formats 1920x1080 and 

1280x720, and the signal can be interlaced or progressive. [4] 

The choice of technology 

Various types of digital terrestrial television are used around the world. In North America and  in the Republic of 

Korea using standard ATSC (Advanced Television Standards Committee - Committee on Advanced Television 

Standards )  which is formed  from the standard NTSC (National Television Standards Committee - National 

Television Standards Committee ) . Transmission system for digital TV in Japan is ISDB-T, it is also used in Brazil 

and Peru. 

The process of transition to the "figure" is accompanied by a variety of significant changes in the structure of 

broadcasting. Mainly varies the approach of spreading signal. In a majority countries of Europe and North America 

television reception with analog antennas almost faded away. Now leads satellite and cable TV, developing so 

-called Internet TV (IPTV). The inevitable transition to digital broadcasting there are arises majority problems, 

which can be divided into several groups: 

• Political and legal issues; 

• Social issues; 

• The economic problems; 

• Technical problems; 

• The problem of the digital divide (the "digital divide»), etc. 

One of the main impediments to the digitization of telecommunications systems in the world has become a 

standards war. Different countries have started to create completely different and sometimes incompatible 

specifications for digital broadcasting. Moreover, even within the country, some companies have created their own 

standards of broadcasting. Now, however, controversy and confrontation between the developers have died down, 

the number of digital broadcasting standards in the world has ceased to grow, and which is most importantly, 

among the multitude of specifications revealed several leading specifications. Each country that is gathering to pass 

on the "digital» have to choose between them. 
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Selecting some of them is ambiguous. But mostly Commission on the transition to digital broadcasting is guided by 

how much it would be less costly the modernization broadcasting network in the case of a transition to a particular 

broadcast standard. Often, the decision in favor of a standard is adopted only because of the coincidence of 

frequencies at which you plan to "broadcast" in the future, with those that are already in use. 

As you know, the United States is not only transits to digital broadcasting, but also, in principle changes their 

standard to a standard of high definition television (HDTV). The United States had the worst TV standard 525 lines 

of NTSC. As a joke, it stands for Never twice the same color (` Never twice the same color ' ) . In the Soviet Union 

choosed a good standard of 625 lines, but politicians forced to take the system SECAM. 

In Japan, by March 2005 was sold almost 2.7 million TV sets and set-top boxes that allow receiving digital 

broadcasting. During the year, the number of digital receivers has increased by 3 times. The company Sony Europe 

claimed at that time that since 2006 stoped production of analog TV sets [5]. In countries which are has no digital 

broadcasting will be sell televisions which is able to receive both analog and digital. 

2006 for digital broadcasting in Europe was decisive, started a "breakthrough» in Europe for HDTV, TV over the 

Internet and mobile TV. By the end of 2996 about 65 million households have switched to digital TV reception. In 

Europe, the transition rates are mainly determined by two factors: the proposed programs (content) and the price of 

set-top boxes (set box). 

By the beginning of 2007 in Western Europe, covering the population with at least one multiplex of digital 

terrestrial broadcasting was as follows: Finland - 99.9 %, Sweden - 93 %, UK - 80%, Spain - 80%, Italy - 70%, 

Germany - 60 % , the Netherlands - 50%, France - 50 %. 

A July 3, 2012 in Kazakhstan, officially launched a network of digital terrestrial television broadcasting in Astana, 

Almaty, Karaganda, Zhezkazgan and Zhanaozen. In total, the network will include 827 broadcasters (RTS). 

Broadcast standard - DVB-T2 using COURT Irdeto Cloaked CA [6]. In Astana, Almaty and regional centers takes 

two multiplex equivalents to 30 channels of SDTV, in other areas - one multiplex of 15 channels.  To the full 

completion of the construction of a network of digital terrestrial television in 2015, a national operator of 

multi-channel broadcasting JSC " Kazteleradio " should provide  parallel using of  the existing analog broadcasting 

network . 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

With coming of digital technology the need in the new quality of television and radio production will arise. 

Moreover, in the long term will actively develop entirely new related services such as tele-medicine, 

tele-education, satellite navigation, corporate conference call, etc.The advantages of digital television before the 

analogue a lot - both for broadcasters and viewers and there are just some of them. Broadcasters will attract the 

following aspects. First, a more economical use frequency spectrum in the same band of 8 MHz (7MHz for 

European cable channels), where previously housed one analogue TV channel can accommodate from 6 to 10 

digital. Secondly in the digital broadcasting signal is not beed convert- broadcaster receives it in digital form and it 

remains digital in studio, and broadcasts in digital form. Third, there is a new audience - the mobile users 

(European standard DVB-T involves taking in a moving car, helicopter, train), while taking analog TV in the city 

is almost impossible. The viewer receives additional information - no longer have to buy a newspaper with a 

weekly program because of  EPG ( Electronic Programme Guide ) is  a part of the digital TV , the viewer have a 

possibility to watch as the current program as well as an annotated guide for a week or two . Fourth, there is an 

opportunity to receive additional conveniences - multi-language support (for example, channel Euro News 

broadcasts once in seven languages, including Russian), the captions in multiple languages. 
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